Uto High School CAN-DO LIST
Graduation: Can understand information and ideas and express one's own ideas in real life through English.
Understanding

Grade
Reading

3rd

Expression
Listening

Writing

Speaking[Interaction]

Can read English passages at the same
level as the Common Test for
①
University Admissions and understand
70% or more.

Can listen to English at the same level
as the Common Test for University
①
Admissions and understand 60% or
more.

Can write one's opinion logically
consisting of several paragraphs and in
① about 80 English words, while clearly
showing that one agrees or disagrees
with a given topic.

Can exchange opinions sufficiently in
① English at the research announcement
conference.

Can read articles in which one has
interest in English newspapers with
② Japanese notes and explanations, such
as The Japan Times Alpha, and
understand the outlines.

Can listen to short monologues and
②
understand 70% or more of the outlines.

Can spell correctly 60% or more of
words that they have already learned
② during high school and use 60% or more
of the vocabulary and the sentence
structure.

②

Can exchange opinions sufficiently in
English, using materials at the same
level as the second stage of the Test in
Practical English Proficiency Grade 2.

Speaking[Production]
Can express one's opinion sufficiently in
① English at the research announcement
conference.

②

Can express one's opinion sufficiently in
English, using materials at the same
level as the second stage of the Test in
Practical English Proficiency Grade 2.

Can read English passages at the same
While reading English passages at the
Can listen to everyday conversation and
level as textbooks for 3rd-year high
same level as textbooks for 3rd-year
understand 70% or more of the points
③ school students at the speed of 100
③
③ high school students, can take notes
and the details in the information or the
words per minute and understand 70% of
about the points and write a summary
speaker's opinions.
the outlines.
using the notes.

2nd

1st

Can read English passages at the same
level as the Common Test for
①
University Admissions and understand
50% or more.

Can listen to English at the same level
as the Common Test for University
①
Admissions and understand 50% or
more.

Can write one's opinion consisting of
① about 60 English words, using
appropriate discourse markers.

Can pronounce correctly 60% or more of
the vocabulary and the sentence
① structure that they have already
learned so far and can exchange
opinions relatively well.

Can pronounce correctly 60% or more of
the vocabulary and the sentence
① structure that they have already
learned so far and can express one's
opinion relatively well.

Can distinguish between topic
② sentences and support sentences in a
paragraph.

Can listen to short monologues and
②
understand 60% or more of the outlines.

Can spell correctly 60% or more of
words that they have already learned so
②
far and use 60% or more of the
vocabulary and the sentence structure.

Can exchange opinions in English
relatively well, using materials at the
② same level as the second stage of the
Test in Practical English Proficiency
Grade Pre-2.

Can express one's opinion in English
relatively well, using materials at the
② same level as the second stage of the
Test in Practical English Proficiency
Grade Pre-2.

Can read English passages at the same
While reading English passages at the
Can listen to everyday conversation and
level as textbooks for 2nd-year high
same level as textbooks for 2nd-year
understand 60% or more of the points
③ school students at the speed of 80
③
③ high school students, can take notes
and the details in the information or the
words per minute and understand 70% of
about the points and write a summary
speaker's opinions.
the outlines.
using the notes.

③

Can summarize the contents of a lesson
③ from a textbook in English and give a
speech of 1 minute or more in English.

Can read English passages at the same
level as the Common Test for
①
University Admissions and understand
40% or more.

Can listen to English at the same level
as the Common Test for University
①
Admissions and understand 40% or
more.

Can write an easy passage consisting of
about 40 English words and introduce
①
one's favorites, familiar things and
events.

Can pronounce correctly 60% or more of
the vocabulary and the sentence
① structure that they have already
learned so far and can exchange
opinions moderately well.

Can pronounce correctly 60% or more of
the vocabulary and the sentence
① structure that they have already
learned so far and can express one's
opinion moderately well.

Can read relatively long English
②
passages and grasp the subjects.

Can understand the teacher's
②
instructions in class.

Can spell correctly 60% or more of
words that they have already learned so
②
far and use 60% or more of the
vocabulary and the sentence structure.

Can exchange opinions in English
moderately well, using materials at the
② same level as the second stage of the
Test in Practical English Proficiency
Grade Pre-2.

Can express one's opinion in English
moderately well, using materials at the
② same level as the second stage of
theTest in Practical English Proficiency
Grade Pre-2.

While reading English passages at the
same level as textbooks for 1st-year
③ high school students, can take notes
about the points and write a summary
using the notes.

③

Can summarize the contents of a lesson
③ from a textbook in English and give a
speech of 1 minute or more in English.

Can read English passages at the same
level as textbooks for 1st-year high
Can listen to easy announcements and
③ school students at the speed of 60
③ understand 60% or more of the points
words per minute and understand 70% of
and the details.
the outlines.

